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END  OF  YEAREXAMS
ENGLISH   FOR   P.2

NAME:________________________________________ STREAM:________

1. Rearrange the letters to make a correct  word.

(a) laba = _____________________  (b)  kobo  =  _________________

(b) wofelr =  _____________________ (d)  kabest = _______________

2. Name  the  labeled parts  of  the leg.

   (ankle        thigh       heel       knee       calf        shin)

3. Arrange  to make  a  correct sentence.

(a)  now  weather  The  cloudy  is.

_______________________________________________________________
(b) smart  teachers  are  Our  very.

_______________________________________________________________
(c) James  does  live  Where?

_______________________________________________________________
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4. Put  these  in  the  ABC  order.
(a)    wax          fox            pen              ant

                    _________________   =   _____________________

_______________________________________________________________
(b)  both     best    burn     beat

                    __________________  =  ______________________

_______________________________________________________________

5. Give the plural  of  the underlined noun.

(a)  Look  at  the  house.    ______________________________________

(b)  Baby  cried so much.   _____________________________________

(c)  The dish  fell and broke.   ___________________________________

6. Use  a  CAPITAL  LETTER,  FULL STOP,  QUESTION MARK where 
necessary.

(a)  how  old  is  alice

_______________________________________________________________
(b) Nina  will be  here  on  Tuesday

_______________________________________________________________

7. Complete the tenses  table  correctly.

VERB: (a) work (b) (c) run (d)

NOW: coming writing
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8. Write  one word for the group of the underlined.
(carpenter,     barber,      teacher,    pilot,    driver)

(a)  The  man who cuts hair  has  died.  He has been a ___________

(b) Tom flies an aeroplane.  He is a ____________________________

(c) John makes furniture.  He is a ______________________________

9. Tell  the time using:   O’clock  or  Past.
(a)                                                 (b)

It is ________________________         It is ___________________________

10. Circle  the  word which has a similar meaning as the underlined.

(a)  The King  is  a very  wealthy  man.

                rich       poor     healthy

(b) Mummy will give me a nice present for Christmas.

                            absent        gift      now

11. Give  the  opposites  of  these  words.

(a)  girl:   __________________________  (b)  good: _________________

                            (c)  man :  __________________________
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12. Write  the  full form of these  words.

(a) Dr. =  ______________________  (b)  P.O. = ___________________

13. Which one of these words describe the picture well?
     (under        between       over       behind      near      infront of)

_____________________     __________________       __________________

14. Complete the sentences  correctly.

(a)  Grannies  hair was as __________________________as snow.

(b)  The tea was as sweet as ___________________________________

15. Join the sentences as one using the given word.

(a) P.E  is a good  subject.    It made Kiprotich win a gold medal.

Use:  “because”: _______________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

(b) Eric is  playing.  Ben  is  playing.  Use:  “and”:

_______________________________________________________________

16. Choose the correct word to fill in.

(a)  Our family has one _______________and a daughter. (sun, son)

(b)  The ____________________looks like a rabbit. (hare,   hair)

(c)  School closed for a ____________________.  (weak,   week)
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(d)  Father bought me a __________________of shoes. (pair, pear)

17. Rearrange  the sentences to make a correct story about 
“Rita’s morning”.
- She sits down to wait for the teacher.
- She says her prayers first.
- Ritah wakes up at 6.00 o’clock.
- She takes porridge and goes to school.
- She washes her face and greets matron.

                                         Rita’s  morning.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

18. Complete the story using the words in the box correctly.

                 Nine        wild       school     December     Maths

Subuni is a good boy because he liked going to ________________

everyday.  He is ___________________years old and he knows all the 

months of the year from January to ___________________________.  His

teacher of _____________________________adds up all his marks at the 

end of the term.  During this long holiday, he will visit his uncle in Sudan,

where he will go to the park to see the ______________________animals.
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** HAPPY  HOLIDAYS.**

The End. 


